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C

raft beer sales are rising steadily once again.
Increased sales means more production—and
more stress—as brewers try to figure out how to
brew more beer in often limiting circumstances.

Many regional craft brewers are looking
into or have installed automation to help
increase capacity.Automation can result in significant cost savings in labor and higher
product consistency and quality. But automation can bring additional challenges. If not
addressed early in the process,these issues can
lead to larger,more complex problems for the
brewery down the road.
Before you look to automation for answers,
start by asking some basic questions:What is
the best approach to automating some of your
processes? Is there a long-term vision that can
help make the right decision for immediate
needs?

Safety First

The first steps in automation are often made
during a brewhouse expansion, installation
of a CIP plant, cooling controls in fermentation, or in a change from hoses to hard piping
in the cellar.

When hard piping is installed, panels with
swing bends are used to connect piping, and
rods are welded to the swing bend.The presence of metal from the rod close to the sensor
sends a signal back to the PLC (Programmable
Logic Controller,see glossary).This signal feedback confirms a flow path and acts as a
security that the recipe and flow path match.
This pathway confirmation becomes more
important as the brewery grows and multiple
pipes can be connected on one panel. Confirmation by sensors prevents manual errors
when piping connections become complex.
(See Picture 1 on page 36.)
Sensors play a vital role in automation.One
important application is the overboil protection in the wort kettle.This liquid sensor is an
“on/off”switch for the steam supply line to the
kettle.When wort foam gets in contact with
the liquid sensor, a signal is sent to the PLC to
shut off the steam valve.This simple application is an essential safety in one of the most
dangerous steps in the brewing process.Overboil systems do not have to be expensive, and
in fact some chemical suppliers have sensors
and dosing units that they will sell to brewers
inexpensively for using their chemicals.
(See Picture 2 on page 37.)
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Another area where automation is advantageous is chemical dosage in CIP plants.
Automated dosage of chemicals in CIP plants
is inherently safer than manual handling of
chemicals.Repeated manual dosage can lead
to shortcuts taken in protection.

Expanding Automation
Throughout Brewery
Operations

Picture 1: Valve Panel with swing bends and proximity sensors
systems are available from well below
$100,000. CIP plants could be considered a
standalone unit without any feedback to the
rest of the plant but eventually will have to

communicate to other processes. Make sure
to choose an HMI (Human Machine Interface) that can be used throughout the rest of
the brewery.A simple automated CIP system
can postpone the hiring of an assistant
brewer even at a brewpub level.
Some brewhouse processes, such as
mash,milling,boil and wort cooling,are easy
to automate.A lauter tun, on the other hand,
involves some of the most complex automation. To maximize brewhouse capacity, the
following vessels are necessary: mash tun,
lauter tun, pre-run vessel or second kettle,
kettle and whirlpool. Two hours or less
should be the goal for each step in the
process to accomplish 12 brews per day.At
this rate three to four batches are brewed
when a brewer is on shift. Manual operation
at this rate is not possible,but automation of
some of the previous mentioned operations
will make it possible for one brewer to control the process. Automation can also
increase wort consistency and quality as
well as labor efficiency.A small automation
investment to automate some of the above–
mentioned brewhouse processes can postpone the pricey investment of a bigger
brewhouse.

Selecting An
Automation Partner

Technical qualities and price are the two
most important factors in deciding the
brewhouse vendor. Brewhouse automation
seems to be a less important decision-making factor. However, the impact of a
standalone unit like a CIP plant is not as big
as brewhouse automation. It is in the brew-
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Automation is often introduced to craft
brewers in the brewhouse, and specifically
in the area of wort production. More important, from an efficiency, safety and labor
savings standpoint, is cleaning.A central CIP
plant in the cellar is a direct path to a quick
return on investment.Central CIP plants that
provide cleaning for the complete brewery
are passé for breweries over 100,000 barrels,
but are a good first investment for a growing
craft brewery. Parts needed to automate a
CIP system include: conductivity probe to
measure chemical concentration, a temperature probe (usually included in the
conductivity unit), a steam/product heat
exchanger,VFD (Variable Frequency Drive)
for the CIP pump, concentrated chemical
dosage pumps (diaphragm pumps) and a
couple of automated valves.Automated CIP
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When do you hire an automation engineer? A number of factors influence this
decision, including the operations dependency on automation, time of investment,
long-term automation planning and the
yearly expense of automation consultancy
fees.The decision is a no-brainer when your
yearly budget for automation installations
and fees is higher than the salary for an
automation engineer. In-house automation
expertise will be very helpful at the startup
of a big project (brewhouse,bottle line,etc).
Hiring an automation engineer who gets
training from your software provider or is
involved in the Factory Acceptance Test

house that the batch of beer starts. This
batch will run through the brewery and can
be tracked if automation is linked through
the brewery. Data flow and control will be
easier if the same software is used in the
brewhouse, cellar, filtration and bright tank.
Choosing an automation package should no
longer be limited to automating a process
but also to the ability to collect data that can
be used for quality improvement and efficiency calculations.
A handful of German manufacturers are
recognized worldwide as the most experienced brewhouse builders.There are some
wonderful U.S.companies that are outstanding in overall stainless steel processing
manufacturing,but many lack the experience
to provide a turnkey brewhouse. German
brewhouse manufacturers also bring controls technology primarily built with
European technology. Siemens is arguably
the worldwide market leader in brewhouse
controls (partnered with Ziemann and
Rolec) and is now starting to do installations
in craft breweries with a product called Braumat Compact. Other software providers for
breweries are Proleit (partnered with Huppmann), while Steinecker provides its own
solution called Botec.
This German superiority in brewery
equipment providers is a unique situation in
the U.S.food and beverage industry.Rockwell
has a much stronger representation in U.S
manufacturing plants but does not come
close to the German providers in the amount
of installations in the brewing industry.Availability of software support should be an
important factor when making this investment decision. Not a lot of craft breweries
have automated systems, which makes the
available support very scarce compared to
Western European brewers where support
is always in driving distance to the regional
brewery.As a consequence, U.S. craft brewers are forced to hire automation engineers
at a lower barrelage compared to their European counterparts.
w w w. b e e rt o w n . o r g
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before you make a big automation investment will make the startup run a lot
smoother. Problems tend to show up when
the software engineers from the vendor are
unreachable in afternoons (nighttime in
Europe) and during German holidays (and
there are plenty of those).Hiring an in-house
automation engineer should be part of the
long-term automation planning.

Automation Road Map

Before the first investment in automation is
made, it is recommended to investigate the
market and set goals for your brewery.This
Automation Road Map will be helpful for
decision making. Below are key issues we
set at Boulevard Brewing Co. on automation
decisions.
■
■
■
■
■
■

Manufacturing Intelligence Systems Architecture
Manufacturing Visibility Systems
Quality & Compliance
Control Systems Architecture
Asset Care
Energy Management

As previously mentioned,standardizing is
very important. Linking different brands of

Figure 1: Information Pyramid (MES Compass, Irmato)
PLCs can be challenging and expensive to
make communication work over different
platforms.Use the HMI provided by the hardware vendor unless different PLC brands are
installed. In that case, choose an independent brand that will work with both. Make

Craft Brewing
Insurance
PROPERTY • GENERAL LIABILITY
W O R K E R S C O M P E N S AT I O N • L I Q U O R L I A B I L I T Y
E Q U I P M E N T B R E A K D OW N • A U T O M O B I L E

• Over 70 insured brewery locations
• Secure protection from a leading insurer
• Superior inspection services
• Specialized claims handling
• Over 15 years experience insuring
microbreweries and brewpubs

Whalen Insurance Agency
71 King Street, P.O. Box 478, Northampton, MA 01061

www.whaleninsurance.com
(800) 235-0355
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sure to use one HMI provider for all
processes as this will make it possible for
operators to follow all operations from a central control room. New green field highly
automated breweries tend to have a layout
with one control room where all “beer production” from malt intake to bright tanks is
monitored.This layout makes communication between all operations very easy.

MES (Manufacturing
Execution System)

There are no standalone processes in a brewery. Keep this in mind when you design your
network.Add utilities to your brewhouse
controls where the brewer can get status
feedback.Standardize the visualization so the
brewer has access in the brewhouse to the
status of the fermentation cellar and filtration
to check on any delays that might affect the
availability of fermentation tanks.
Communication and flow of information
needs to go further than operations. Run or
include an MES system with the automation
software to collect data that is not only relevant to operations but also to other
departments in the brewery (see Figure 1).
Including an MES system will help to provide
the right information to the right person so
decisions can be made easier.
Throughout the brewing process, quality
measurements and recipe information are
linked to a batch number.A batch is available to move forward through the process if
the quality measurements meet the specifications. This integrated management of
Recipe, Batch and Quality makes sure that
batches of beer can be tracked independent
of blending procedures and that no out-ofspecification beer ends up being packaged.
w w w. b e e rt o w n . o r g
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Glossary
Inductive Sensor: An electronic proximity
sensor that detects metallic objects without
touching them.
PLC (Programmable Logic Controller
or Programmable Controller): A digital computer used for automation of
industrial processes. Unlike general-purpose computers, the PLC is designed for
multiple inputs and output arrangements.
Process Visualization, supervisory control
and HMI (Human Machine Interface) operator interface indicate the software that
provides information from the PLC to the
operator.
MES (Manufacturing Execution System): A shop floor control system that
includes either manual or automatic labor
and production reporting as well as on-line
inquiries and links to tasks that take place
on the production floor. MES includes links
to work orders, receipt of goods, shipping,
quality control, maintenance, scheduling
and other related tasks.
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning): A
way to integrate the data and processes of
an organization into one single system. In
order to achieve integration, most ERP systems use a unified database to store data
for various functions found throughout the
organization.
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provide custom packages for planning,
scheduling,warehouse management,HR and
other areas that can expand the capabilities
of a regular accounting package.

Time to Get to Work

Try to develop a long-term automation plan
as part of your strategic business plan before
your first automation investment.Automation
includes areas and processes that are often
overlooked, but can have a big impact in
maintenance cost.Try to standardize your
hardware and software to maximize your
investment and avoid headaches connecting

different systems. Information on clipboards
and Excel sheets throughout the brewery can
be centralized in an MES system that collects
the information in a database where it is easier to analyze and provide feedback to an ERP
system.Accurate information and proper
planning minimizes (costly) mistakes, and
with these fundamentals your brewery will
be better prepared for the positive changes
automation can bring.
Steven Pauwels is brewmaster of Boulevard Brewing Company in Kansas City,
■
Mo.

An MES system will collect all the information from every batch and make it
available to the ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) at the database level.At the user
level,Web-based reporting allows reports to
be generated and viewed from any computer
and can be downloaded as Excel, PDF and
other formats.Web-based reporting can also
e-mail reports on a scheduled basis.
Microsoft’s Web-based Reporting Services
tool is bundled free with an SQL server and
requires no additional user licenses.

ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning)

Based on orders (or sales projections), production planning is made in the ERP system.
Raw materials are ordered and batches are
created in an MES system and sent down to
the Controls level.Throughout the production process, quality data and operations
information is collected in the MES system.
Available lots of packaged beer are released
to the ERP system, ready for sales. Most craft
brewers have a Windows-based accounting
package (Dynamics GP or SL), which is not
an ERP system. Integrated Service Vendors
w w w. b e e rt o w n . o r g
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